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CYCLING                                    
Looking to effectively train   

every part of your body? Ride 
the bike and watch your     

transformation begin! The cy-
cling class will help you get the 

most bang for your buck! 

CARDIO KICKBOX                                  
A great workout for everyone 
interested in improving their 
fitness & stamina. This class 
format combines kickboxing, 
dance & drill moves that will 

tone the entire body. 

DRUMS ALIVE KIDS                                  
This awesome class combines 

fun moves with powerful drum 
beats. 

FIT KIDZ                                                 
A fun combination of dance 

fitness & games designed for 

your youngster. KIDS IN MO-
TION A fun combination of 
resistance training & games 

specifically designed for Kids. 

HOT HULA                                     
A unique & exciting dance 

workout providing  a total body 
work out! It incorporates  easy 

dance moves accompanying 
sounds of Polynesian Drums 
infused with other rhythms. 

ZUMBA                                           
Join the Party!  This exhilarating 

easy-to-follow, Latin inspired, 
calorie burning, fitness party will 

move you. It features interval 
training that tone & sculpt the 

body.  

ZUMBA GOLD                                
Move to the beat at your own 
pace!  Zumba Gold provides 

modified, low-impact & easy-to
-follow pacing for beginners  

who love music and                    
movement. Come  join the                   

party! 

BOOT CAMP                            
Expect the unexpected in this 

high impact, high intensity 
workout that combines 

strength & cardio training to 
maximize your fitness results 

and leave you feeling stronger! 

CORE & CARDIO                                          
This innovative class gives you 
the best of both worlds! Blast 
your cardio fitness chisel your 
abs and strengthen your back 

with this intense work out that 
will leave you feeling fabulous!  

SCULPT                                             
Looking to burn calories  and 
increase your muscle tone?  

Check out this non-impact, high 
rep, low weight, music inspired 
work out and watch the trans-

formation begin! 

MOVE IT                                                
Get Movin’ with this energetic 
chair-based work out.  Specifi-
cally designed for beginners & 
rehabilitating individuals.  Fit-
ness & fun come together as 

you alternate non-impact 
movement with strengthening 

exercises. This class will im-
prove your range of motion and 

overall strength. 

KETTLEBELL AMPD                          
This format takes heart pump-
ing music and kettlebell moves 

and combines them into 50 
minutes of calorie torching 

FUN!  Kettlebell Ampd is a full 
body workout. 

STEP & SCULPT                                  
Step your way to a toned body! 
This dynamic two-in-one class 
combines easy-to-follow step 

combinations with strengthen-
ing exercises to provide a total 

body work-out.  

TOTAL STRENGTH                               
Get leaner and stronger! This 
class focuses on toning and 

strengthening with the use of 
weights,  bands & more. All levels 

are challenged to experience a 
personal level of intensity.  

ZUMBA TONING                               
This Zumba-inspired class uses 

special “Zumba Toning Sticks” to 
provide a great body-sculpting 
workout with the same Zumba 
moves and music you already 

enjoy at a slightly slower pace . 

BARRE                                                 
This  invigorating workout                  

blends Pilates, ballet exercises & 
conditioning movements, designed 

to develop muscular endurance, 
dynamic balance, flexibility and of 

course core strength. 

PITAIYO                                                
A fusion of Pilates, Tai Chi & Yoga 

that is accessible to everyone.  
Receive the ultimate mind and 

body  conditioning through func-
tional movement that is challeng-

ing yet accommodating to you. 

CHAIR/GENTLE YOGA                       
A gentle flow, calm and thera-
peutic in nature.  Deep breath-

ing with stretches to                   
strengthen the body gradually.  

YOGA                                                       
Yoga for all levels.  This class uses 
powerful flowing poses designed 
to increase circulation, promote 
flexibility and increase the mind/

body connection.  

YOGA FUSION 
Stretch, strengthen and sculpt 

your total body with this eclectic 
fusion of non-impact body-

weight, cardio, core, strength 
training and deep stretching. ALL 

fitness levels welcome &         
encouraged!  

YIN YOGA RESTORE                               
This practice focuses on slow 

stretches, flexibility and opening 
of tight muscles to restore and 
rejuvenate. Relax and recover 

from your regular workouts and 
your overall life. 

MIXXED FIT                                      
This explosive workout is all 

about the hottest current dance 
moves choreographed to the 
hottest beats, with some boot 

camp exercises MIXXED in! Let go 
of all inhibitions and let the ‘night 

club like’ sounds move you!  

TABATA                                                     
Designed to help you crush 

your fitness goals.  This class is 
designed to build muscle and 
scorch body fat.  Timed inter-

vals will blast calories and leave 
you feeling like a champion. 


